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MORE IN FASHION

Innovation is
synonymous
with Mumbai-
based design
studio Obataimu,
a portal into an
imaginary utopia
where the
relationship
between making
and

OBATAIMU

read more...

Fashion’s
current
atmosphere is
continuously
progressing, and
braced for
bigger
breakthroughs.
New
collaborations
and projects
have opened
new fronts to

ELEKTROCOUTURE

read more...

The Designers
Nadia Khan and
Sabrina Rashid
together run a
Brisbane-based
design factory
called
Nadz&Sabs. The
label stands for
natural fabrics

NADIA KHAN AND S…

read more...

Arjun Saluja,
Haq: Arjun
Saluja moved
back to India
after spending
10 years in the
city of New York,
where his

ALWAYS IN THE RI…

read more...

BIAS is an
amalgamation of
the aesthetics of
art and the
functionality of
design, which
blends into
progressive
garments that

BIAS

read more...

Gen Next
Designer,
Sohaya Misra:
The Designer
Sohaya Misra
grew up in an
environment that
encouraged
eccentricity,
creativity and
individuality. She
graduated

AT THE LAKME FAS…

read more...

READ MORE

Textile Designer:

An alumnus of NIFT, New Delhi, Padmaja inherited a love for textiles and began making her own clothes at the age of 16. Over the years, she developed an
affinity for simplicity and arrived at her unique, unintended interpretation of fashion. Padmaja believes anything hand-made carries a human element of the maker,
so she naturally gravitates towards handspun and hand woven fibres for her creations. Her collection’s designs embody the beauty of the ordinary and have the
quality to transport you to a world where enjoying every moment, slowly, is the way of life. She intentionally breaks away from mass manufacturing and instead
breathes new life into the useless and discarded to create clothing that is classic yet quirky. Her deconstructed skirts, seamless jackets and hand-woven pants
employ silks, linens, malkha cottons and kantha scraps. 

Padmaja has had both solo and group exhibits in several countries including UK, Japan, USA, Hong Kong and Portugal. She constantly works towards widening
her audience by bringing about awareness for her designs and collaborate and innovate with artists. She hopes to build form a clothing line that gives its wearer a
more complete experience of quality, aesthetics, luxury and comfort.
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